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ABSTRACT 
Fluidization systems in the coastal environment can be used to maintain a 
channel or to aid in sand bypassing as a viable alternative to dredging. They consist of 
a. water pumping system and a source pipe buried in or ·near a tidal in.let. If a sufficient 
flow rate is forced from. sn1all holes in the source pipe, the water will fluidize a strip of 
sand overlying the p.ipe. Using Darcy's Law an.cl the continuity equation with 
appropriate boundary conditions allows solution of the hydraulic head in the do1nain 
using the finite element method. 
The use of an eight-noded quadratic (Q-8) finite element grid predicts a n1ore 
accurate head distribution than a similar linear triangular finite elen1ent .grid in the a.tea 
of high head variation near the source pipe. Thi.s is due to a denser .grid in t:he orifice 
vicinity a.nd a highe-r order quadratic interpolation function. 
A revised Q-8 grid predicts a. slightly higher system head requirement for 
flu idiza.tion t ha.n the linear finite element grid., based on a morf:' a.cctirate solution. and a 
field size rep resen tat.ion of the orifices. The quad ra.tic finite elem en ts predict an i nci.pien t 
flow rate that is virtually the san1e as -the Ii near· fin i t:e ele1nen t prediction. 
l 
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
In recent yea.rs, fluidiza.tion has proven an alternative to dredging lor the 
maintenance of na.v:iga.ble channels. The first full sea.le sand fluidization system was 
successfully installed and tested in Anna Maria., Florida. in J986 (Collins et a.I., 1987.) 
and further studies a.re being conducted to increase the availability of design 
specifications. Fluidiza.tion systems can also be used in sand bypassing operations_. 
1.1 Fluidization 
Fluidization can best be described as the upward flow of a fluid through a 
granular bed at sufficient veloc;:ity to suspend the grains in the fluid (Cleasby and Fan,. 
1981). Fluidiza.tion can be described as one-, two-, or three-di1nensiona.l depending on 
the directional degrees of freedom. This· study is concerned with two-dimensional flow, 
unbounded in one horizontal di rf'ction, uni form in the other, and bounded below by an 
impermeable boundary and above by the top surface of sand (See Figure 1.1). 
Flow through orifices in a source pipe can fluidize a. two-dimensional region 
above the source pipe in the media. Clifford ( 1989) identified five distinC:t processes: 
pre-fl uidiza.tion, initiation of fl ui<lization ( inci picn t flu idiza.tion), full fl.uidization, slurry 
removal from the fluidized region, and erosion of material by jets once slurry is .removed. 
Roberts ( 1986) perforn1ed a. series of two-dimensional experimei1ts focusing on the first 
three st.ages. Clifford ( 1989) verified and extended Roberts work, concentra.ti-ng on the 
last two stages. 
The present study is primarily concerned with pre- and i nci pien t fl uidiza.tion. In 
~ gra.n ular bed with no upward flow, gravity is the only force acting· on the particles .. As 
the upflow of flu.id is increased through the bed, the particles· exert a. resistance to this 
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flow, called head loss, attributable to viscous Q,nd inertial effects. When flow is larninar 
en~fgy loss ~ill be a linear function of flow rate based on viscous effects. Inertial effects 
will begin to be considerable as flow ,~nters the transitional range, and will dominate for 
turbulent flow. At incipient fluidiza.tion, the minimum flow rate causing fluidization is 
Qi, and occurs when the upward drag force equals the submerged weight of the particles. 
Any furtl~er increase in flow rate causes the bed to expand (Cleasby and Fan, 1981). 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2 .1 One-Dimensional Fluidization 
Fluidization has been used extensively in the fields of sanitary and chemical 
engineering for one-dimensional applications with vertical 1-0 flow bounded by solid 
walls. Ilackwashing df sand filters is a technique that has been used in water treatment 
plants. Chen1ical engineers have used fluidization in many processes including petroleum 
refining, heat transfer and .combustion p.rocesses. 
Extensive work on one'"dimensional fluidization has led to the theoretical 
prediction of the minimum incipient fluidization velocity, Vi {Wen and Yu, 1966), where 
V is the upward volu1netric flow rate divided by the total cross-sectional area of the 
fluidized do1nain. Additional research has been conducted to i1nprove the efficiency of 
rapid sand filter backwa~hing (A1nirtharajah, 1970; Amirtharajah and Cleasby, 1972; 
Cleasby and Fan, 1981; Dharmarajah ~nd Cle·asby, 1986). 
Fo.r low Reynolds numbers, head loss through a fixed bed is a linear function of 
upward flow. rate, given by Darcy'$ Law, Vy == KyJy, where Ky is the hydraulic 
d . . d J . h . h· d· 1· ·d· J ah f h d I con .uct1v1ty, an y ts t e negative y rau 1c gra tent, y=- 0 , a n1easure o e?- oss. y 
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lrrnay ( 19·58) and Ergun ( 1952) presented one-dimensional predictive equations for 
val11Ps of RPynol<ls numbers ranging from laminar to turbulent flow. 
1.2.2 Fluidization in Unbounded Domains 
Ha.gyard et al. ( 1969) were the first to suggest the use of fluidization as a sand 
management tool in the coastal environment. Their suggestion was to remove sediment 
fro1n an estuary mouth by .pumping water through a perforated pipe set on a slight 
slope. 
Kelley ( 1977) used a small two-dimensi9nal apparatus to study source pipe 
configurations and concluded that holes oriented in the horizontal direction along 
opposing sides produced the best results. Murray and Collins (1978) investigated three-
dimension-al fluidization qualitatively and noted that fluidized sand migrated 
downstream as. ·a result of gravity with no tendency to become rebuded ( Clifford, 1989). 
Weis1nan and Collins (1979) used the. two- and three-dimensional systems 
mentioned to study the effect of varying the principal parameters and i"nethods of slurry 
removal. Based upon data gathered in the experiments, Weisman et al. ( 1980, 1982) 
conducted a successful field test on a beach near Corsons Inlet, New Jersey (Clifford, 
1989), and concluded that fluidization was a feasible 1nethod of sand mana.ge1nent but 
needed further investigation to detern1ine design parameters. 
Roberts ( 1986) designed a fl uidization tank specifically for a. two-din1ensiona.l 
study. Head distribution data was collected for a specific configuration and two 
·different burial depths, 25.4 cm and 42 cm. The experimental tank setup used by 
Roberts (198q) is shown in Figures 1.2 through 1.5. The tank system includes a 
fl uid.ization tank, a hydraulic system, a. head/ set.tling tank, a pressure data. acquisition 
syste1n, and a slurry ·removal systen1. 
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The first fluidization systern was successfully installed in the summer of 1986 at 
Anna Maria, Florida. The Lake La Vista Channel was relatively short and narrow, 
making it an appropriate location for a first prototype installation. The system 
consisted of six modules; each a 100' long steel fluidization pipe. The channel .created by 
fluidization was 600' long, 16' wide and 4' deep at me~n low water. After its installation 
in the summer -of 1986, the system was successfully re-pumped in March 1987, although 
more frequent re-establishment of the channel was suggested .(Weisman et al., 1987). 
The s·uccess in Anna· Maria led to the need to answer further questions regarding 
fluidization, fundamental to the design of these systems. 
Clifford (1989) continued the work of lloberts with emphasis on post flujdization 
and Ledwith (1990) continued the experimental work of both Roberts and Clifford by 
varying the orifice size of the source pipe, improving design specifications. Demchak 
( 1991) conducted experi n1en ts to determine the effect of hole spacing. 
1.3 Finite Element Simulation of Incipient Fluidization 
In order to provide design specifications for cases which a.re impractical to 
analyze experimentally, numerical met hods have been utilized to predict. incipient 
fluidization. Combining the continuity equation with Darcy's Law yields a governing 
par~ial differen tiaI equation for ·the hydraulic head valid in ~he defined domain. The 
finite ele1nent method, introduced in 1_956, is a il u 1nerical procedure for solving 
differential equations. The application to fluid mechanics, particularly to flow th rough a 
porous rnediu1n, followed immediately after the application of finite. elements to 
conduction heat transf~r in 1965 alld 196~ (Segerlind, 1976). 
Lennon and Chang (.1989) validated the head distribution predicted by the two'.'. 
dimensional linear triangular finite element 1nethod (L-FEM) with experimental results 
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of Roberts et al. (1986). The theoretical critical hydraulic gradient (Peck et al., 1974) 
was used to predict the in_cipient fluidization flow rate for selected field situations and 
incorporated into practical fluidization system design charts. 
Lennon et al. (1990) compared L-FEM with. the bou_ndary element n1ethod 
( BEM) and concluded that a very fine finite element mesh was needed in areas of high 
head loss to better niatch the results computed by BEM, and suggested the use of a 
higher order variation (such as quadratic) using FEM·. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
The goals of this study are to verify the work of Lennon et al.. ( 1990) with 
respect to incipient flow rate a.nd further this work by. improving the prediction of the 
head required to initiate fluidization. This study utilizes the finite element met.hod with 
q ua.<l ra.tic 8-noded elem en ts ( Q.- FEM) to solve the governing equation su bjcct to the 
bo.u n da.ry conditions shown in Figure L.5. The FE l'vt is d iscusscd in f u rt:her detail in 
Chapter 2. 
A second order finite element model was used to predict the flow ta.te necessary 
to initiate fluidization and results are compared to the first order predictions of Lennon 
et a.I. (1990.) and experimental results of Roberts (1986}. A comparison of the vertical 
hydraulic gradients obtained by these three techniques demonstrates that consistent 
incipient flow rates are predicted. 
An evaluation of the Q-8 gri·d used to predict the ·incipient flow rate led to the 
desi·gn of a. revised Q-8 grid which better represents the head distribution expected at 
incipient conditions. This grid was used to verify the flow rate design cha.rt of Lennon 
et al. (1990) .and will be used in future studies to produce a sim.ilar design chart for 
syste1n head requitement. 
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CHAPTER 2 - FORMULATION OF THE FINITE 
ELEMENT MODEL 
2.1 Introduction 
The fundamental concept of the finite element method. is that any continuous 
quantity, such as temperature, pressure, or dis placemen ts., can be approximated by a 
discrete model composed of a set of piecewise continuous functions defiffed over a finite 
number of subdomains (Segerlinq, 1976). 
The. discretization of the domain into subregions, called elements, is the 
first step in solving a problem. Discretization is an art inyolvi·ng go9d judgement in the 
number, the size and the shape of the elements used. These elements are connected at 
common nodal points and collectively approximate the shape of the don1ain. A balance 
must b.e found providing enough small elements to produce. usabie results and yet 
lirniting the number of elements to minimize com pu.tation effort. 
The finite elen1ent method is used extensively today. According to Segerlind 
( 1976) some of the rnajor advantages of the finite element method which have iricreased 
its use and made it a valuable method for analyz·ing the present problem include: 
1. ·The material properties i:n adjacent elements do. not have to be the 
san1e. Allows a variable ( and anisotropic) I\, which is 14ot used in this 
study but was used by Lennon and Chang (19$9) and will be used in the 
future. 
2. Irregularly shaped boundaries can be approximated using elernents 
with straight or curved sides. The source pipe and orifice can be 
readily approximated. 
3. The size of the elements can be varied. Allows a very fine mesh near 
the source pipe. 
4. Boundary conditions such as discontinuous head or gradient (ah/On) 
present no difficulties for the method; this situation occurs 
at the edge of the orifice. 
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5. The .above properties can be incorporated into one general com·p·uter 
program. for a particular problem governed by a partial differential 
equation, which was done .in this study. 
With the increasing availability of high power computers and their decreasing cost, the 
major disadvantage of the FEM, that the method involves numerous calculations, is 
rapidly decreasing in importance. 
The present study uses the finite element method with quadratic 8-noded 
elements ( Q-FEM) to predict the head distribution and incipient flow rate, Qi in an 
unbounded porous media. In Chapter 3, the results are compared with experi1nental 
results obtained by Roberts ( 1986) and Clifford ( 1989) and the results of various other 
nun1erical methods, ind11ding the finite element .method using linear triangular finite 
elements (.L-FEM) and the boundary element n1ethod (BEl'vf}. Combining the 
continuity equation with Darcy'.s Law yields a governing equation for h, the hydraulic 
head in the don1ain of the experimental tank. The full proble1n includes the employment 
of the following boundary coi'1ditions: h == 0 on the .soil surface, h == 1 on the orifice, and 
8h/8n == 0 on the source pipe, the imperinea\:)le side walls and the imperineable bottom. 
The finite element method will converge toward the correct answer as the 
ele1nent size is decreased and as the order of the interpolating polynomial increases. 
Since both of these refinements rncrease computation.al effort, a limit is placed on 
practical im plen1en tat ion. It is believed that better accuracy can be found usmg 
con1plex quadrilateral ele1nents with an elen1ent density comparable to the grid of li·near 
triangular ele1nents used by Lennon and Chang (1989). 
2.1.1 Validity of Darcy's Law 
One-din1ensional vertical upward steady flow through a saturated porous 1nedia 
at low Reynolds numbers, R, and at constant temperature, obeys Darcy's Law 
8 
(2.1} 
where Jy == -~h == negative hydraulic gradient, Ky 
uy 
hydraulic conductivity and V == 
specific (Darcy) discharge. 
For sands generally found in the coastal environment, Reynolds _nun1bers are 
typically less than 1 (Brunn and Gerritsen, 1959). Lennon and Chang (1989) computed 
Reynolds numbers for RobeTts et al. 's (.198.6} experimental data just pr:ior to 
fluidization. The highest Reyi1olds nu1nber calculated was 0.05 for the tap closest to the. 
source pipe, and Reynolds nll"mbers fell in the rang~ of 10-3 to 10-4 at most other taps. 
Even up to incipient fluidization, Darcy's Law appears to be valid throughout most of 
the region a.s long as the sand grain size is not too large (See Figure 1 of Len non et al., 
1990). 
For non-Ii near flow occurring at larger Reynolds numbers a nu m her of predictive 
equations a.re available as described in Appendix A. 
Lennon and Chang (1989) report. that an analysis of H.oherts et a.L's (1986} 
experi111.ental data. indicates that the average critical gradients, Jc, were 1.06 and 1.10 
for the 25.4 cm and 42 cm bed de.pths, respectively. These results are in good 
agreen1ent with theoretical calculations of Jc slightly above 1 for the sand- used by 
Roberts (Peck et al., 1974). 
2.2 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions 
The equation of continuity is the basis for the formulation of flow of water 
through the sand 1natrix. When combined with a generalized Darcy's Law, the 
governing equation becomes 
2-(K ah)+ lL(K ah) ± w* == s ah OX X 8x Oy y Oy S Ot :(2.2) 
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, W* 1s an internal source or 
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sink tern1 { usually fron1 pumping) and S5 is a storage function ( Freeze and Cherry, 
1979). If incipient fluidizatio.n is approached slowly, by increasing the flow rate at the 
source pipe slowly, the system can be analyzed for the steady state condition where i~ 
-+ 0. Further, if we assurne there are no internal sources or sinks present, W* == 0 -and 
the governing equation becom.es 
8(,Bh) 8( 8h) L(h) == ox Kxa~ + By Ky By == 0 (2.3) 
We can simulate the experimental conditions, shown 111 Figure 1.5 by applying 
fhe appropriate. boundary conditions. At the sand surface h is set to 0. On the 
impermea.ble side walls c8
9h ==0 and 011 the inrpermeable bottom ~h ~o. Because Darcy's 
X uy 
Law is the product of gradient .and hydraulic conductivity, a zero graclie11t results ii1 a 
zero ( i m pern1eable) bou n cl a.ry. A long the solid source pipe, ·.8
8 h.' the head gradient in the 
n 
normal direction, is also O representing a.n impermeable (no flow) boundary except for 
the orifices which have a: boun(_lary condition of specified head, simulating flow. The 
flow is simulated by specifying head so that a head requirc.ment can be calculated. The 
side and botton1 boundaries can he located sufficiently far away to approximate infinity 
if desired. 
2.3 Description of the Finite Element Method 
According to Segcrlind ( 1976), tlte discrete rnodel is constructed as follows: 
1. A finite number of points in the domain are identified. These points 
a.re called nodal points or nodes. 
2. The value of the continuous· quantity at ea.ch nodal point is denoted 
as a. variable which is to be cleterm1ned. 
3. 'l'he domain is divided into a. finite number of subdomains called 
elements. These elen1ents a.re connected at con11non nodal points 
and collectively approximate the shape of the do1na.in. 
4. The continuous quantity is approximated over each elem~nt by ·a 
polynomial that is defined using the nodal values of the continuous 
quantity. A different polynomial is defined for each ele1nent, but the 
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element polynomials are selected in such a way that continuity is 
maintained along the element boundaries. Continuity of slope of 
the quantity can be maintained by using quadratic or higher order 
elements. 
2.4 Element Types 
There are two general types. of two-dimensional eler:nents used, the triangle an:d 
the quadrilateral. The most popular form of the element interpolation function is the 
polynon1ial. There are three finite ele1nent categories based upon the degree of the 
polyno1nial: s·in1plex, complex and multiplex, representing linear, quadratic and cubic or 
higher order polynomials, respectively. Eigh t-noded complex quadrilateral ( Q-8) 
elements .are used in this study and are. discussed in Section ·2. 7, and den1onstrated in 
Section 2.7.1. 
The 2-D complex quadrilateral (Q-8) elements were chosen to improve the 
prediction of 2-D triangular simplex elernents for the incipient flow rate and head 
distribution near the source pipe. Because of their higher orcfer compared to linear 
triangular fin·ite elements, the Q-8 elements more accurately estimate the theoretical 
distribution of head which is expected to better match experimental results obtained by 
Roberts et a.I. ( 1986) as discussed in 1nore detail in Chapter 3. The head predicted near 
the source pipe will also be discussed. 
2.5 Interpolation Function 
When the polynomial function is used to solve for the coefficien.ts, and they are 
rearranged, functions of the coordinate system called shape functions, Ni, are produced, 
and associated with each node. Shape functions are 1nore thorough.ly discussed in the 
.following sections. The deterrnination of the system of equations for the nodal values 
involves the integration of the shape .functions or their derivatives or both over the 
11 
element. This integration is often easier and n1ore accurate if the interpolation eq uatiou 
is written in terms of a local coordinate system, located· on or within the boundaries of 
an element, and later transfonned in to the global coordinate system. 
The following approximation can be used for any particular element 
- T h ~ h ~ Nehe== {.N}e {h}e ( :z .4) 
where h is the head approximated within each element, {N }e is a vector of shape 
.functions defined ip each element, and {h}e is a vector of the approxi1nate values of h at 
each node. The details for con1plex quadrilateral clem·ents are prcs(~nted in Section 2.7. 
2.6 Formation of the Algebraic Set of Simultaneous Equations 
Because fi is only a.11 a.pproxima.tion to Ii, substitutio11 of Eq. (2.4) i111.o Eq. (:z.;·:q 
at any poi11t. results in L{h}==RfO where R is a. residual associated wit.Ii the 
approximatiori. In order to n11n1m1ze the error, the resicl ua.l over the en tire region, 0, 
should be zero either at selected points (collocation) or in some avf~ra.ge sense .. Using the 
Galerkin method,_ the weighted average of th~ re$iduals over the whole domain is. set tu 
zero. Stated n1a.thematically, 
I ~ J wJ.,{h}clO == 0 
0 
( :2 .:i) 
where wi is the weighting fin1ction defined over the whole clorna.i11, selected to lw t lw 
shape function in ea.ch clement, and I is the total integral. 
For each element, t,he contribution to I, the total integral, is le v,1here 
# elements 
I~ L le 
e=l 
le = I wJ,{h}dfle 
Oe 
Using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), Eq. (2.7) becomes 
J N { c/[I< oh] + o [I, DhJ·}· ·1n le == ne j OX XOX . 0y '-y 0y ( He 
(:2.()) 
( •) ~) 
-· I 
( '> K) 
- , l, 
where m each element the elen1ent shape functions, ·Ni, a.re used for the wcighti11g 
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function wi. Assu1ning I<x and Ky are constant within an clen1e11t, and using Eq. (2 . .-1) 
le = JO N;{KxNe;xxhe + KyNe,yyhe}dOe (~.!J) 
e 
' '' 32 ' '' 32' 
where Ne,xx= 0 (Ne) and Ne,yy-··;--~/Ne), ox oy 
We can describe the g]oba.l coordinate s-ystcm using h { N }eT {h }e to foJ:lll 
[K]{h} = {R} 
where [I{] is a known coefficient- matrix, given by 
# elements 
[K) == L [k) 
e=l 
and where [k) is t.·he element stiffness rna.trix given hy 
J 
DN .oN .T fJN.fJNj T 
[k] = k;j- [ Oe (Kx ax' iJ~ + l~y a/ fly )d Oe] 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Here {h} is the matrix of approximate heads at each node in the do111ain a.ncl {I{} is a 
known right band side that includes the infor111atio11 assucia.t.ccl wit.Ii th,~ huu11dary 
conditions. Also, a. transformation was used t.o shift a. deri\1 at.ivc fro111 Nj to Ni n':-;1ilt.inµ; 
in an additional contribution to {R} (Liu and Lennon, 197-8). The solution for {Ii} is 
obtained by a standard cquat.io11 solving routine ( Liu and L.ennon, H)i'S). 
2. 7 Q-8 Elements 
·The intcrpolciting polynomial for a complex t.wo-dime11sio11aJ cight-ncHled 
quad rila.teral ( Q-8) element is 
( 2. 13) 
where 17 and ( refer to the na.tura.l (local) cqordinate system shown 111 Figure 2.1. The 
head can also be approxi1nated by Eq. (2:tl) where the shape functions resulting ff·o111 
reartangemen t are 
i ~ l to 8 
After evalti'ating constants, 
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N 3==l( I +c )(l-17 )(c-11~ l) 
N 5 ~ i ( 1 + c) ( 1 + 7J) ( c + 17- l) 
N7 ==-i(I-c)(l+17)(c-1J+l) 
N 2 ==~( 1-c2 )( 1"'17) 
N 4 ==~(1-ry 2 )(1+c) 
.., 
· I(· 2)( ) N6 == 9 1-c . 1+77 • 
.., 
N 8 == .! ( l -17 2 ) ( 1-c ) 
8 
If the shape functions are consistent over the element then L Ni 1 at any point. A 
i=l 
complete <kriva._tion can be found elsewhere (e.g. Scgerlind, 1976). It is important to 
note th_at. for ea.ch two-dimensional element the shape functions a.re zero at all nodes 
except the one being considered and a.re zero a.long all boundaries on which the node of 
interest. does not. lie. For example, at. node 1, N 1 ==1, N2 _8 =0, and N1 ==0 at all points 
along c~ I and 17==L Figure 2.2 shows th<' va.ria.t.ion of N1 in the elen1ent. 
2.7.1 Sample Problem: Variation of Shape Functions 
To den1onstrat.e the use of Q-8 shape functions, a. small sarnple grid was created 
as shown in Figure 2.~(a.). The node and elcmenl numbers and the global coordinat~ 
system a.re shown in ar bit ra.ry units:. 
Element 2 is chosen ?.rbitrarily as the element of interest. It is transformed to a 
local coordinate systern a.s shown in Figure 2.3(b) and renumbered accordingly (both 
local and global node nun1bers a.re shown). 
For exan1ple, the vaJ uc of the first two sh a.pe fun ct ions at Node I (c==-1, 17==- l) 
are 
N 1 ( c 1 , 7J 1 ) == -1 ( 1- c) ( 1- 17 ) ( c + 17 + l ) 
- _l(l-(-1))(1-(-1))(-1+-l+l) 4. . . 
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== 1 
N 2 ( € 1,771) == l ( 1 + € ).( 1- 77) ( €- 77- l) 
-:- -1 ( 1 + ( ~ 1)) ( 1-( -1)) ( -1-( -1 )-1) 
== 0 
Similarly, N3_8 (€ 1,77 1) == 0, as -described in the previous section. Therefore t·he value of 
interes_t, the head at Node 1 is given by hNode 1 = {N}eT{h}e = h1N1= h1. 
The shape functions are also valid a11ywhere within the bound.aries of the 
element. Consider Point Min. ·Figure 2.3(b), located at€==-! and 77==-!· 
N1(fM,r7M) ~ -~(1-€)(1-17)(€+17+1) 
_ lr ( 1)) ( l · 1 l 
- -4 \ l - .- 2 ( l - -2 ) ) ( -2 + ("' 2 ) + 1 ) 
== 0 
N2(€M, 77M) == ~(l-€ 2)(1-17) 
Similarly, 
== ~ ( 1-( -! )2 ) ( 1-( -~)) 
== 0.5626 
N5(fM,77M) == -0.12,5 
N 6 ( fM, 7J M) . 0 .18 75 
8 
If the shape functions a:re correct, .I: N/€M,17M)==l, according to the previous section 
i 1 
which is easily checked; 
Q_nce tin~ 8hape functions are calculated, detern1ining the value of interest 
at Point M 1s accomplished according to t:he process described in Section 2.5. For 
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example, consider the x coordinate of Point M, where 
(2.15) 
and {x}e is "the matrix of global x coordinates Jor this element. At Point M, 
0.0 0.0 
0.5625 ··o.5 
-0.1875 1.0 
{N}e 0.1875 {x}e 
1.0 
-0.125 1.0 
0.1875 0.5 
-0.1875 0.0 
0.5625 0.0 
x == (0(0) t 0.5(0.562,5) t (-0.187-S)(l) t (0.1875)(1.0) t (-0..125)(1.0) 
t (0.1875)(0.5) t (-0.1875)(0) t (0 . .5626)(0) 
x~ 0.25 
At point l'v1 in Figure 2.3(a) 1 x is easily verified to be 0.25 uni.ts. 
Fo.r t"he right boundary sf't a.t. h==O and the left boundary set to. h-:----1, h vanes 
Ii nearly a.cross x a.n<l h at any point within the grid is ( 1-~). Looking a.gain at Point M 
in elemcn t 21 
- T h == {N}e {h}e (2.16) 
where {h}e is the n1at_rix of global head values 
O".O 1.0 
0.5625 0:833 
-0.1875 0.667 
{N}e 0.1875 {x}e 
0.667 
-0.125 0.667 
0.1875 0.833 
-0.1875 1.0 
0.5625 1.0 
•.. 
h == 0,917_. 
This is easily verified. 
It is bbvious from this example, that although the calculations are simple they 
16 
are extremely numerous. Since the problem simplifies into simple algebraic relationships 
these calculations are ·well suited for computer solution~ Using the transformation 
between the global cqordinate system (x,y} and the local coordinate system U,TJ) given 
by Eq. 2.15, Eq. 2.12 can be evaluated using numerical quadr.ature (Zienkiewicz and 
Taylor, 1989). The Gaussian quadrature procedure used in this application is discussed 
111 detail in Zienki·ewicz and Taylor ( 1989}. 
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CHAPTER 3 - GRID DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT 
Simulation of Incipient Fluidization 
3.1 Grid Design 
In order to compare the 2-0 triangular sin1plex elen1ents with the 2-D 
quadrilateral con1 plex elem en ts ( Q-8 ), the triangular grid of Len non and Chang (1989) 
was used as a guide to selecting element density in a new Q-8 grid. As a very general 
guideline, the typical q.uadril<:1.teral elPmc11t replaces a pair of triangular eleinents. 
Becau·se the qua.drilateral tr~nsit.ion is much mun· complica.tPcl than that for triangular 
elements-, this guideliJ1e was not always met. According to Lennon et a.I. (1990), an 
extremely fine finite elcrnen t mesh is required near the very narrow slot which simulates 
an. orifice. The Q-8 grid was desig11cd to be more dense than the triangular mesh above 
the pipe to better represent the rapidly changing head :in this vicinity. 
3.2 Initial Grid Testing 
The grids were constructed by nondimensiona.Jizing all distances by the pipe 
radius, hence the "'units'' are "'n um her of pipe radii". Since the do111ain a.n<l source pipe 
are syn1 n1etrical, the finite element method is used to sim u la.te only half of the head 
distribution to save on computer tim~ and memory. Figure 3.1 shows the original Q-8 
grid, which is a total of 44 units deep and 72 units long, with the or'igin located at the 
pipe center. The pipe dian1eter is always 2 units. In order to test the validity of the 
grid, two tests were run. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the results of these tests. Test 1 
shows the head variation fron1 a head of 1 on the surface to a head of O on the bottom. 
Although th~ area near the source pipe is critical in later simulations due to the high 
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variation of head in this region, it has negligible effect on the initial tests. Test 2 shows 
the head variation from the left hand boundary set equal to 1 and the right hand 
boundary set equal to O for the ent·ire grid. The <listri bu tion indicates that no 
significant problern exists during this primary grid testing. The contour '·wiggles" near 
the boundaries of the grid are a result of the SURFER contouring routine by Golden 
Software (1988). The SURFER package was· used because that sa1ne package was 
employed for the experi·mental data discussed in Section 1.2 .. 2. The head predictions in 
this region were verified and are consistent with the value_s in the rest of the .grid. This 
pr~blem can be entirely elin1ina.ted by employing a post processing finite elen1ent 
con tau ring package. 
3.3 FEM Discretization of Tank Domain 
In order to cornparf' Q-FEt\1 results with L-FEM results and ilohcrts et al. 
( 1986) experimental data., the original Q-8 grid was left in units which could easily be 
converted to centimeters by a. scaling option ip the FEl'v1 program. After tlw test runs 
of the grid were n1ade, the original grid was shortened to 70.87 units ( 180 cm) wide anri 
40.16 units ( 102 cm) deep with a burial depth of 16.5L1 units (42_ cm) to match one of 
the grids used by Lennon et al. (1990). Th.is .was accomplished by setting the la.st 
column of elements to x=70.87 units, the bot.torn row of elements to y==-23.62 ·units and 
forcing the top 3 rows of el.ements to cornpute a head of zero by- setting the h=O 
boundary at y=l6.54. units. The pipe radius ren1aii1ed 1 unit (2.54 cm). The grid above 
y=l6.54 units is not shown in remaining figures because h=O ·at all points and hence is 
not used in the computations. This portion of the grid is e1nployed .in Section 4 for 
simulation of field conditions. 
<• 
This Q-8 grid was then used to predict the head distribution for the 16.54 unit 
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bed depth. For the runs in th.is chapter the head at the orifice was set to 1 unit, and on 
the surface head was set to O units. Because Q is computed and the hydraulic 
.1' 
conductivity, K, is set to 1 unit/s, the flow rate q is interpreted as (Q/K). 
3.4 Source Modeling 
The experin1ental apparatus ( Figure 1.3) consists of six orifices (§ inch diameter') 
spaced 2 inches apart. Because the FEM simulates two-dimensional flow all quantities 
are uniform in the third dirnension and the orifices in the source pipe are n1odeled as a 
slot of uni farm height (6y). The orifices will be modeled in two ways. The 
experimental orifices are ~ inch in diameter. Therefore an obvious choice is to model the 
l_ 
orifices as a ! inch high slot wl1crc J. inch = 1 unit. However, the area of a ! inch high 
slot over a o.ne foot length is much greater than the area of six orifices of § inch 
diam.eter. Therefore, another choice is to model the orifices as a one foot long slot with 
an area. equal to six § inch diameter orifices. This is done with a slot size of 0.006125 
·in:ches high a.nd one foot long. 
I3ot h of t hesc geo1)1ct.ries a.re rnodrlcd a.n d corn pared in the following sections. 
Future research will involve experiments lll the laboratory utilizing a source pipe with 
differen.t slot si~es rather· than just circular holes. 
Two grid revisions for the J unit slot were de.velopcd and three grid revisions for 
(_ 
the 0.006125 unit slot were developed. The grids in the vicinity of the source pipe are 
shown i.n Figures 3.4 'through 3.7. For the § trnit slot, the head distributions for the 
original grid and the final revision a.re shown in Figures ·3.8 through 3.11, with contours 
showing fraction of 1naxin1um head at source pipe. For the 0.006125 unit slot, the head 
distribution for the final revision is shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. For each head 
distribution shown there is a figure of the overall distribution and then a closeup of the 
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area near the source pipe. 
3.5 Criteria to Judge Best Grid 
The rnain criteria used to judge the qu_ality of the grids is that the change in 
head must be distributed evenly over the elements, particularly in the area of very high 
head variation. A rapid head change occurs very close to the source pipe orificf's. If a 
dis_proportiona.tc amount of head l9ss occurs within a single element, a -larger error will 
occur than if the head loss is spread out more evenly. Therefore the best grid will lw 
one that minimizes the rna.xirnum change in head across any cle111e11t., cxpcded t.o lw 
located within three elements of the orifice. T·bcreforc both geo111etrics (slot sizes of~ 
and 0.00612.S units) a.re monitored: flJr head variation i11 the i111111ediate vicinity ol" tlw 
orifices and judged accordingly. 
3.6 Grid Choice 
If the grid i·s well designed, the change ·in h<~ad will he well distributed over t.h<' 
elen1ents in the vicinity of rapid hca.d change and the ma.x1m 11m head change i11 a11 
ele111ent will be minimized. The distribution was checked for -t.lie full Q-8 gricl si11111lat.i11µ; 
a_§ unit slot by p·lotting 8h vs .. horizontal clernent nurnlwr (witl1 <'lclllcnt. l located at. 
( 1, 0 ) an d in c re as i n g i n t h c x d i r cc ti on ) . Th c res u I ts a.re s Ii ow n i 11 Fig II re : ~ . t :I. B c fur e 
revision 8h 111 ax==0.18 in clement. l and is 11111Cli lower in cle111e11t. :2·. Revision :2 kePps 
6hmax to 0.11, with 8h decreasing· gradually. 
Similarly, Revision 3 for the 0.006125 unit slot size results in a. 6hmax of 0.15 
and a much better distribution of 6h as show·n in Figure :3.15. 111 future sim11latio11s, 
Revision 2 for the§ unit slot. will be utilized, and Revision J for the ().'006125 unit. slot 
will be used. 
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It 1s apparent that the ~hange in head drops off dramatically after the first few 
elements. The Q-8 grid is more dense than necessary ou_tside of this high head variation 
region, show·ing a very low Lh for elen1ents larger than about 4. Less effort could have 
gone into the grid outside of this critical region for the cases considered here using this 
single criterion. 
3. 7 Incipient Flow Rate 
Because fron1 the orifice to the top of the soil :surface 6h== 1-0==1 and the vertical 
distance, Ly, is 111uch greater tha.n l, the pr<:'dictcd gradient is much below unity. 
However, if the head on the orifice is reset to 11 0 , the gradient and flow rate go up in 
direct proportion. By selecting ·the proper value of .11 0 ,· incif>icnt flnidizatiori can pe 
predicted, with the average gradient, J equal to 1. J is defined over a suitable portion of 
the sand above the pipe, assumed to begin at an elevation approximately at the top of 
the pipe (y==l unit) and extending to the sand surface. Qi will be virtuaJly the same for 
all cases, since Qi == K]A where K and A are the sa1ne, K==hydraulic coi1ductivity, 
A==a.rea of flow and J is a.bout the same (equal ·to one). Differences in the head (and 
hence gradient) for various ca.sf's ocr u r in a. very restricted area near the pi pc orifice, and 
below t_he top of t:l1e pipe at. elevation y==l unit. In the pr~dictions, unscaled flow rate is 
Q/K==Q * ==J A by setting K== 1 unit/ sec. 
In order to n1oni tor grid relia.bili ty two para.meters, u nsca.led flow rate, Q *, and 
head at point A, hA, using .horifice== 1 unit and K==l unit/s, were observed where A lS a 
node at ( x ,Y )== ( 3. 7, 1.1} at the bottom of the region used to calcu latc J. Q* is calculated 
as the flow throug.h .the sand surface by the approximation that q 111 ==KJAe and 
n Q*==I: qrn where n~number of elements on the surface, J is the average gradient in 
m=l 
each ele1nent, and Ae is the top area of the elernent under consideration. 
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The parameter Q*/hA was used as a check. It should remain virtually constant 
srnce Q==KJA, where K and A are constant and J==~h/ ~y with ~y constant and 
~h-:-hA-hsurface==hA because the head on the surface 1s zero. It is obvious fro1n Tables 
3.1 and 3.2 that all cases predict virtua.By the same value of Q*/hA. 
3.8 Head Requirement 
The head dist ri bu tion near the orifice is a key pa.ran1eter. It n1 ust be properly 
simulated to predict the head requirement for a particular fl9w rate. 
,-L=tbles ·3.1 and 3.2 show that. hA is larget for the ! unit slot than for the s1na.llcr 
0.006125 unit slot because le·ss hea.d loss occur~ through the .large orifice. Ta.hie 3.1 also 
shows th.at for the§ unit slot. µ;rid minor differencfs in head occur as evidenced by the 
value of hA.· But this is not the case Jor t-hc 0.006125 unit slot grid; hA ckcrcasf'S for 
Revisions I and 2 and increases for Revision 3. 
The L-FE~1 predicts a head requirement of 37.6 units and Q-FE~,t- predicts a 
head requirement of 41.3 units for a.11 ~ unit slot. Therefore, the use of a detailed ·mesh 
of Q-8 elements predicts a 9% higher head requirement compared to linear ·triangular 
finite elements. For the 0.00612.5 unit slot, L-FE~1 predicts a head requirenicnt of 41.8. 
units and Q-FEM predicts a head requirement of 53.9 units, representing a- 22% 
difference. L-FEM shows only a 10% higher head require1nent for the 0.006125 unit slot 
compared to the! unit slot, but Q-FEM shows a 23% higher head requirement. 
3.9 Verification of Q-8 Element Grid with Previous Results 
In order to validate the Q-FEM results, they a.re compared to L-FEM results 
and experi1nental data from Roberts et a.I. ( 1986). The relevant experimental data are 
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also presented by Weisman et al. (1988}. To predict the incipient fluidization flow rate, 
Qi, the hydraulic gradient must be calculated. According to Lennon and Chang (1989) 
the hydraulic gradient at incipient fluidization is equal to ·approxin1ately 1 in the sand 
above the pipe (See Section 2.2.1). The hydraulic gradient was computed by 
dif(erentiation of the Q-FEM head solution along various vertical lines. The vertical line 
at x==9.6 cm had been chosen earlier by Lennon et al. ( 199"0) to compare to experimentaJ 
tap data located at x~9.6 cm ( Roberts, 1986). 
The hydraulic gradients are compared to hydraulic gradients presented earlier by 
Lennon et a.I. (1990) in Figure 3.16. The reslilts show a maximum gradient over unity 5 
to 10 cm above the pipe centerline, decreasing to a val-ne of less than unity toward the 
sand Surface. 
For the burial depth of db/0==8.3, the flow rate factor, ( Q/ Kdb)==2.5G, is in 
good a.green1ent (within a few percent) with L-F'Ef\1 results presented by Lennon et al. 
( 1990). The flow rates a.re very close because the head distribution a.ncl gradients differ 
only in the irnmedia.te vicinity of the source pipe, below the region used to calculate t-he 
average gradient, J. 
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CHAPTER 4 - FIELD DEPTH EXAMPLE 
A major goal of the current work is to predict the system head requirement for 
fluidization, particularly for field depths that are not practical to determi·ne 
experimentally in the laboratory. Approximately fifty runs will be conducted in the 
future to generate a family of curves for variat.ion in Q/Kdb and hmax/ db for the major 
param~ters (Xd, Yd' db) similar to Figure 4.2 (Len~on et al., 1990). 
In- this study, one particular field depth was chosen for demonstration with a 
diameter of 0=2 ft. The relative dimensions of the domain were chosen to be 
Xd/0=100, Y d/D=-60, and db/D=20. The grid and head distribution are shown in 
Figure 4.1. Setting h-:-1 res.ulted in an average upward gradient, 1=0.011, significantly 
below 1. By scaling h by 1.02/-J, the .average upward gradient alon_g x=9.6 cm becomes 
1.02. The corresponding flow rate is Q==80.23, and for db/0=20, K=l unit/s, the flow 
factor is QJKdb=2.0l., in good agreement with the design chart. of Lennon et al. ( 1990) 
shown in Figure 4.2. 
For this pr9blem with the holes modeled as 1/8 foot, the head requi:red for 
fl 'd' .. hmax 2 25 u1 1zat1on,. d = . . 
b 
In future studies simulations using the small ·slot Q-8 grid 
Revision 3 will be used to develop a design chart for head requirement si1nilar to the 
design chart for flow rate factor. The orifice size using t.he small slot g-rid is about 1/ 8 
inch (actually 0.074· inches). For this same problem with the holes modeled as 0.074 
inches, the flow rate factor is still 2.01 and the head requirement increases to 2.89. 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
• The source pipe orifices can be modeled in two ways: An § inch 
slot or a 0.006125 inch slot corresponding to -the equivalent 
height or area of § inch diameter o·rifices. 
• A Q-FEM grid of similar resolution to the L-FEM grid used by Lennon et al. 
( 1990) distributes head reasonably well near the source pipe in the area 
of high head variation; element size far fron1 the source pipe could be 
made largeL 
• A highly refined grid in the area of source pipe, for both modeling strategies 
is designed and tested. 
• Q- FEM predicts an incipient fl uidization flow rate virtually the same as that 
predicted by L- F El\1 for both slot geometries. 
• For the! inch slot geometry, Q-F'EM predicts a system head requirement 
similar to L-F'EM. Q- FE"l\1 predicts a significantly higher system head 
require1nent than L-FEM for the 0.006125 inch slot geometry. 
• The 0.006125 unit slot Q-FE!\1 grid ·developed sho·uld be utilized for 
further predictions made concerning incipient fluidization. 
7 .2 Recommendations for Future Work 
• The 0.006125 unit slot grid will be used to produce a system head 
design chart. 
• Experiments utilizing different slot sizes in the s_ource pipe should be 
conducted. 
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• Experiments should be performed to determine if the formation of a pocket 
of sand forming at the source pipe orifices produces a larger effective orifice. 
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TABLES 
28 
Table 3.1 - Results of Grid ·Testing for i/ 8 unit slot. 
Slot Reyision 
Height Num.ber Q* hA Q*/hA %6h fron1 0 %6J~rPI 
1/8 0 0.5144 0.4585 1.122 
1/8 1 0.5132 0.4575 11')') . -'-' O.;. 0.:2 
1/8' 2 0.5136 0.4579 1.122 0.1 -0. 1 
Table 3.2 - Results of Grid Testing for 0.006125 unit slot. 
Slot Revi·sion 
Height Number Q* h A Q*/hA %6li from 0 o/t) 6 Ji r P I 
0.006125 0 0.4458 0.3970 1.123 
0.006125 1 0.368'1 0.3286 l.121 15.0 L5.0 
0.006125 ') 0.3697 0.3299 1.121 0.1 0. I 
0.00612·5 3 0.3933 0.3504 1.121 10.1 -5.0 
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Figure 3.4 - Full Q-8 finite element grid with l unit slot before revision. Area near 
source pipe ia shown. 
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Figure 3.5 - Full Q-8 finite element grid with A unit slot; (a) revision 1 (b) revision 2. 
Area near source pipe is shown. 
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Figure 3.6 - Full Q-8 finite element grid with 0.006125 unit slot; ( a) before revision 
(b) revision 1. Area near source pipe is shown. 
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Figure 3.7 - Full Q-8 bite element grid with 0.006125 unit slot; (a) revison 2 
(b) reviaion 3. Area near source pipe ia shown. 
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Figure 3.11 - Predicted hydraulic head for Full Q-8 Grid with A unit slot after 
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Figure 3.16 - Comparison of finite element to experimental vertical hydraulic gradients 
at x=9.6 cm for a 42 cm bed depth at &n incipient flow rate of 
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APPENDIX A 
1-D Predictive Equations for Non-Darcy Flow 
The· steady flow through a saturated porous media at low Reynolds numbers., R, 
and at c:onstant ten1perature, o·beys Darcy's Law 
q = KJ 
ah 
where J == -oy hydraulic gradie·i1t, K = hydraulic conductivity and q specific 
discharge·. 
At larger Reynolds 1111 rn hers, F'orchei rner s uggestcd an empirical 11011- linear 
equation, 
J == Aq + Bq2 
where A and B are constants to be determin~d, to take into account both viscous and 
kinetic effects. At low R the second term, which represents kinetic effects, is negligible, 
resulting in Darcy's Law with A= 1/K where K is t.hc hydraulic conductivity. It is well 
accepted .that for lleynold's nurnbers less tha.11 :3 head loss through a fixed bed is indeed 
a linear fu net.ion of flow ra.t.e. Cap1p ( 196,1) l1cv,, reported strictly la.rni·n-ar flow· through 
filters up to R == 6. Here, R = pqdeq//l with p==density of fluid, ,,=dy-namic viscosity 
of fluid and deq=grain diameter of a sphere of equal volume. 
Starting with the Na.vier Stokes Equations, Irrnay ( 19.58) shows that Datcy's 
Law and even Forcheimer's la.w may be derived, in the case of viscous flow through a 
ho111ogeneous isotropic in com pressi bl~ saturated medium. Irma.y's equation can be 
written in Forchcilner's form with J being the .gradient in the direction of flow and· 
assuming the average transverse corn ponents of flow are zero. The coefficients A and B 
are 
61 
and 
B b(.1-n) 
- 3 ' 
gn 'l,bdeq 
where n ==· porosity, 11 == fluid dynamic viscosity,_ g == gravitational acceleration, 1/J == 
s-phericity and deq · grain diameter of sphere of equal volurne. Bear ( 1972) indicates 
that Irmay later adopted values t)f a.==180 and b==0.6. These same equations apply to 
the incipient condition, with only the value for porosity, n, changing to the incipient 
value of porosity, ni. 
Cert.a.in pa.ra.ineters must be determined correctly to ad<>quately predict. 2-D 
behavior with Irma.y's 1-0 equation. They include porosity, sphericity and equivalent 
grain diameter. Sphcricit.y ( l/1 ) increases for ·less angular grains with a lower fixed bed 
porosity. For grains of irregular shape, indirect methods must be used to deter.mine 
sphericit.y. Cleasby and Fan ( 1981) sunnnanze this method utilizing the Ergun 
equation, and provide add it ion al in formation on other parameters. 
Len non and Chang ( 1989) report that an analysis of Roberts et aL 's ( 1986) 
experi men ta.I data indicates that. the average cri ticc;l..l gradients, ic_, were l.OG a.nd 1.10 for 
the 25.4 cn1 and 42 cm bed depths, respectively. A simple one-dimensional force balance 
theory ( Peck et al, 1974) predicts ic . 1.02 .for the· sand used by Roberts. At incipient 
fl uidization Lennon and Chang ( 1989) com pared a nu rn ber of predictive 1- D equations 
to Roberts et al. (1986) 2-D experimental d_ata.. lrinay's equation can be used to 
accurately predict the behavior of the hydraulic gradient provided the relevant 
paran1eters n1entioned earlier are known, and appears to be the most pro111.ising and 
62 
t 1-ieoretical_ly sound .1-D equation. Ergun 's equation .is also promising. Ergu n ( 195.2) 
used a least sqt~ares fit to 640 experiments to determ·ine the coefficients, however, all of 
the experiments utilized gases and the drag forces n1ay be less than those for liquids. 
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